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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

James Allen

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: James

Comment text:
I object to the changes
not part of old Windsor
basis and having never
represent the reality of

of the boundaries as we feel, and will continue to feel part of Windsor and
due to our proximity to the town and walking into Windsor on a weekly
been to Old Windsor (in 8 years). I believe this re alignment does not
the community we live in in Windsor

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12778
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4/24/2018
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Kerry Baker

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I support the revised proposal of the Boundary commission to combine Eton & Eton Wick with
Windsor Castle Within and part of West Windsor. Eton and Windsor have a long standing historical
link and it is important that this is maintained.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12659
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Allan Banks

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I cannot agree with the reduction in the number of councillors in Old Windsor and the
merger of Old Windsor and Wraysbury is ridiculous, they are two distinct communities
with different issues separated by a river. There is no way a person can represent these
two distinct communities. The proposed merger of Old Windsor and Wraysbury Wards
appears to be the worst case as it would bring together two entirely separate divided by
the River Thames without any connecting bridge. Their current 2 Cllrs each would be
reduced to sharing 3, and it could be possible for all 3 Cllrs to live in an entirely remote
separate community on the other side of the Thames. Half of the electorte, approx 4,350,
could be disenfranchised by not having a truly local Cllr. Those elected could know next
to nothing about those resident and find it very hard work trying to meet and serve them
or their concerns covering a diverse area from the M25 and margins of Heathrow Airport
to the Windsor Great Park Village and Virginia Water Lake. RBWM is not just an ordinary
local authority, there are two major considerations which need to be considered and
provide additional weighting to its structure and they are Heathrow, especially with the
proposed major expansion and the busiest road win in the country the M25 on its
doorstep, esecially with the issues over M25 works due to Heathrow expansion. But it is
far more significant that as there will be fewer Cllrs and fewer Panels (i.e. Committees)
most of which will be far busier due to more transferred current and future
responsibilities, so future Cllrs will obviously be far busier. The long lists of Panels and
involvement in outside bodies should have been a stark reminder of just how busy many
RBWM Cllrs are. I submit that none of the comparator Councils listed in the RBWM
Reports have to deal with with such huge problems on their doorsteps as those relating
to noise, night flights, air pollution, road congestion, business demands and the constant
expansion threats of Heathrow (already the busest in Europe) upon the eastern end of
RBWM and the fact that some of our Cllrs are deeply involved in related bodies (including
Chairing) plus others that the RBWM report does not list. How many Cllrs in other
Councils have to constantly seek resolution of similar problems to those on our roads
with rat running and overspill from the frequently gridlocked local M25 (another busiest in
Europe problem), M4 and M3 as well as chasimg other parties about major river flooding
and sewage inadequacies?

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Ashby, Jonathan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

George Bathurst
07 May 2018 22:50
reviews
Objection and suggested alternatives to draft proposals for Windsor & Maidenhead boundary
review.

Dear Sir/Madam,

I object to the boundary changes proposed for Windsor.
As a former ward councillor, I particularly disagree with the proposal for central Windsor, which seems to
ignore the community there, making Eton and Central Windsor one ward, for the following reasons:


Eton and Windsor are both historically and today very distinct and separate. They are not just separate
communities but separate towns. There were not historically even part of the same county.



They continue to have very different functions as towns, with the school in Eton and the Castle in
Windsor.



Eton is rural in large parts with only a small town centre. Windsor is entirely urban, the centre of a
large town, with formal royal gardens.



Both Windsor and Eton continue to have distinct and active local community organisations (such as
the Eton Parish Council and the Windsor 2030 Neighbourhood Plan)



The two towns are separated by a large river and this historic boundary (between Berkshire and
Buckinghamshire) should be respected



The two towns are not joined by any open road. The only way of driving from Eton to Windsor is via
Datchet or Slough, a journey that takes a minimum of 13 minutes and can take over half an hour at
busy times. It is therefore absurd to treat them as one 'community', contrary to Electoral Commission
guidelines.



There are no buses linking Windsor to Eton and walking between, say, Eton Wick and Osborne Road, is
51 minutes according to Google Maps. In the business times, especially in the summer, even car
journeys can be over one hour long This is not 'convenient government' as per Electoral Commission
guidelines.



Their needs are sometimes in competition (such as Eton High Street versus Windsor's) or over the
night time economy and councillors could not reasonable be expected to represent both at the same
time



The Lead Member for Communities at RBWM was given responsibility for overseeing the council’s
response to the Commission but is also unfortunately the ward member most affected by the changes
across the borough. The role should have been given to a Lead Member with less of a personal
interest. This process has not therefore been carried out in accordance with the Nolan principles and
the council’s input may need to be redone.
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Windsor is the town centre for the much large suburban area, to which it is much more connected
than to Eton. Treating Eton and Castle as one would have the effect of weakening the link between
the town and its own suburbs.



The name ‘Windsor’ doesn’t appear in any ward, except Old Windsor, emphasising how the proposals
do not reflect the New Windsor community. Also there is no ‘Eton Castle’; it is Windsor Castle. A more
sensible name for the central Windsor ward would therefore be Windsor and Castle.

As suggestions for alternatives:


Make Eton a single person ward to represent Eton alone. This would result in similar representation
ratios and also recognise Eton's special status as an area dominated (and largely owned) by the historic
school



If a single‐person ward was unacceptable a better pairing would be with Datchet. Datchet and Eton
have much more in common than Eton and Windsor. Both Datchet and Eton are north of the river,
they are connected by road, they are both rural/village‐like in character, whereas Windsor is a large
town. Pairing with Datchet would allow 2 2‐person wards, one for Eton and Datchet and another for
Horton and Wraysbury. This would be a much better fit with existing communities.



Windsor central would be better as a two person ward but if the Commission was determined to make
it a three‐person ward, then it would make more sense to extend its boundary southwards, as with
increasing population density in central Windsor, the urbanisation of the former suburbs south of
Goslar Way and Osborne Road is already evident.



Windsor could also be extended to the south to include the area of the Great Park up to the traditional
parish boundaries with Old Windsor and Ascot. It seems rather absurd to extend Ascot ward all the
way to Windsor when the small communities in the Great Park have always looked more towards the
castle and Windsor. This also fits with feedback the council has previously received from the Royal
Parks, which asked for them not to be kept in a single political unit where possible.

From George Bathurst

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Lindsey Blake

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
RBWM is currently heavily weighted to the conservative party which has led in recent years to many
incidents where residents views have been ignored and the cllrs have voted on party lines or been
whipped to vote against the best interests of their electorate. The situation has got so bad that
several conservative cllrs have resigned and become independents however the opposition is still
very small and this is extremely bad for local democracy. These changes, and the reduction in
number of cllrs is especially worrying as it could well lead to less opposition and independent cllrs.
There have been charges of electioneering in some wards in Windsor with "independents" standing
in a marginal ward so splitting the vote and leading to a conservative victory. More recently when
the seat was contested again a misleading leaflet was circulated claiming there would be no building
on green belt land in the ward. This kind of behaviour is skirting on the edges of legal and whilst
the majority is so high it allows the council to ride roughshod over residents views - blocking them
on Twitter and refusing to respond to questions and letters in writing. I think these boundary
changes would mean an ongoing imbalance on our local council and will be at the detriment of local
democracy. Fewer councillors also means less people scrutinising the complex documents around the
BLP and could lead to wrong decisions being made on multimillion pound developments that would
affect the residents of the borough. It is already a time consuming role, especially for the
independent and opposition cllrs who need to hold the cabinet to account.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12625
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Karen Boresjo

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I do not agree with the Great Park moving from Old WIndsor to Ascot. Culturally,
geographically and historically the Royal Park and Old WIndsor are linked in so many
ways and this would destroy those links. Please do not go ahead with this.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

5/9/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Timothy Bowler

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: n/a

Comment text:
I do not agree with the proposals by the LGBC and support the alternative proposal by Old Windsor
Parish Council

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12793
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Anne Brindle

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am commenting as a Sunningdale resident and would like to express my concerns regarding the
proposal to combine South Ascot with the village of Sunningdale into a single borough ward.
Although I understand the Commission’s motivation is to ensure electoral equality within wards of
the Royal Borough, I feel this proposal fails to acknowledge Sunningdale’s distinct community
identity. Sunningdale has managed to retain its unique character despite in the past its residents
having to suffer challenging boundary decisions that saw the village being split between different
county councils and borough councils before becoming a single RBWM ward. I believe if the proposal
to merge Sunningdale ward with South Ascot does go ahead the village will risk losing the
distinctiveness that it currently enjoys. I am also concerned about how accurate the borough’s
predictions are regarding the number of Sunningdale voters for the 2023 election. It has been
based on housebuilding projections which I believe does not sufficiently take into account the
increasing trend in Sunningdale for developers to buy single properties sitting in large gardens and
replace them with multiple houses or apartments. The very nature of this type of development
means it will be piecemeal and does not require the same long-term planning schedules of much
larger housing projects. All of which must make it very hard for the borough to say exactly how
many of these developments will exist by 2023 and in turn to calculate correctly how many more
voters these new properties will bring into the village. I

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12780
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Richard Bull

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I make comments related to Old Windsor where I live. I cannot see any benefit to not
including our cemetery at Crimp hill as there are no voter numbers involved there! I
would also like to see the strong connection maintained if possible with the Great Park
community, as there is a considerable crossover regarding schools and activities. I would
overall, therefore support the local Parish Council submission. Thanks

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

4/19/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Malcolm Burtt

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The proposed reduction in councillors seems unlikely to improve representation of residents which
surely remains the primary function of the role of a Councillor. With each Councillor becoming
responsible for a wider area and therefore having to represent more people, the workload of
councillors will inevitably increase. This will lead to two undesirable outcomes; 1. It will be harder
for councillors to represent all the people in their constituency. 2. The increased workload could well
make becoming a Councillor non-viable for most people as balancing that workload alongside their
own paid jobs and family life might be untenable. I feel that it is important that council is
comprised of people from all walks of life. The proposed changes are a barrier to becoming a
Councillor at a time when we need broader representation rather than narrower.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12651
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Alison Carpenter

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to object to the proposal to remove Great Park from Old Windsor to Ascot,
for the following reasons:- The Great Park is an integral part of Old Windsor and has
been historically, this would fragment the community. Many Great Park employees move
to Old Windsor when they retire. Many children go to complementary first and middle
schools in the Great Park and Old Windsor, where transport is provided from the Great
Park to Old Windsor. The doctors surgery based in Old Windsor and Englefield Green is
used by the vast majority of residents of the Great Park. Old Windsor cemetery and the
houses at Bears Rails Gate are within walking distance of Old Windsor. Ascot gate in the
Great Park is now closed to those living in the majority of the Park, meaning a two mile
detour to get to Ascot, much further than to Old Windsor:

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Steven Casemore

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I do not agree with the proposals by the LGBC and support the alternative proposal by
Old Windsor Parish Council.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Ashby, Jonathan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Colin Chamberlain
25 April 2018 17:02
reviews
Fwd: Park Ward, Old Windsor Ward

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Colin Chamberlain
Date: 25 April 2018 at 16:07:16 BST
To: reviews@lgcbe.org.uk
Subject: Park Ward, Old Windsor Ward

Sir,
I object to the proposed cannibalisation of Park Ward by Old Windsor and Ascot and Sunninghill
because the proposal does not meet the Commission's criterion of " reflecting community interests and
identities."
1 Old Windsor is parished, and has a socio economic profile which differs markedly from Park. It is not a
noted tourist destination although it provides one route to Savill Gdns
2 Park has a larger population than Old Windsor and growth to 2023 is predicted to increase at a faster
rate.
3 The two housing settlements are separated by Crown Estate lands to which there is no public or
common access. Bolton Rd to Straight Rd measures 2.1 miles, principally a route favoured by M25
tourist traffic.
4 The Wards differ widely on issues of local importance. Old Windsor's concerns are with potential for
flooding, speeding traffic, use of Straight Rd as a route to M25 for traffic from the west of Windsor. Park
Ward, a complex of residential neighbourhoods, is concerned with casual car parking, roads used as
"ratruns" and seasonal congestion by Legoland traffic.
5 There are no societies or interest groups which are common to both Wards
6 The orientation of Park Ward, geographically the largest of the "Windsor town" wards is towards the
town centre and would facilitate marginal boundary changes in Clewer East and Clewer South to
balance elector/councillor ratios.
An alternative proposal builds on the above points and provides a more logical solution. This
acknowledges that marginal Ward boundary changes are best effected in built up areas where transfers
of streets from one Ward to another provide a simpler method of achieving a balance of communities.
7 Retain Old Windsor in its present form and extend it along the line of the river through Datchet to the
Windsor boundary. This has the merit of recognising that the effective boundary for Datchet is the
railway line and its level crossing.
8 This also recognises Datchet BR station , some 2.1 miles from Straight Rd as the favoured departure
point for London by train for travellers from Old Windsor. The alternative is Egham BR, approx 3.1 miles
from Straight Rd. Both avoid Windsor town centre.
9 The Ward would be called Old Windsor and Riverside.
1

Yours sincerely
Colin Chamberlain
Sent from my iPad
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Diane Clist

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am a resident of the Great Park and I am totally opposed to the planned border
changes. I have lived in the Great Park since 1966 and consider myself very much part
of the Old Windsor Community. The Great Park has always been part of Old Windsor's
community and goes back to Saxon times which is something I am very proud of. We are
a village that has a great sense of community and whilst I will continue to have friends
in the village and services from Old Windsor, I am greatly distressed at thinking I will
now be part of Ascot. I know my local Councillors, Malcolm Beer and Lynne Jones and I
do not want to have to build relationships with Councillors who live outside of Old
Windsor. If there are any issues that need addressing, our Councillors are on hand and
very responsive, whereas immediately there is a need for Ascot Councillors to travel into
the village. Crimp Hill cemetery is within Old Windsor and many residents use it and I
cannot see any sense in bringing this under Ascot I absolutely feel strongly that the
boundaries should remain as they are as I am part of Old WIndsor and have been for
many years and do not wish to be considered as part of an Ascot ward. have looked at
your proposals and cannot see the sense in making the changes as proposed. The Boltons
which will come into Old Windsor, have no links with the village, are not part of our
community and it it is unacceptable that you will disrupt Great Park residents to bring in
the Bolton Residents. Please leave us as we are. I fully support the OWPC review and
comments.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Ken Comley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in Windsor Great Park, have done for 40 years. Not Ascot and Sunninghill Park.
What benefits would I gain by changing the boundaries. More council tax? No thank you.
I will lose my advantage card savings for the RBWM like parking in Windsor. Transport to
school for my children because they go to school in Windsor not Ascot or Sunninghill.
Stop messing with history and our Windsor community. Would I have to change doctors?
Schools for my children? Who’s going to pay the extra cost for my parking. Totally 100%
against this proposal. I’m a Windsorian. Not interested in making the numbers up for
equality.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Hazel Cooper

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: None

Comment text:
I do not agree with the proposals by the LGBC and support the alternative proposal by
Old Windsor Parish Council. I do not want to lose the great park and crimp hill - this will
fragment our community. Our cemetery plot is, at the moment, in Old Windsor, and
that's where we want to remain! Breaking up a community is abhorrent - it is of very
precious value and shouldn't be ignored. Hazel Cooper (resident since 1965)

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

5/9/2018
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Ian Corbett

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We live on Bolton Road in Windsor and do not agree with the proposed changes. Having only heard
about this proposal one day before the deadline for the draft proposal from a neighbour we were
surprised there has been no communication to households that are affected by either email or post!
Bolton Road is a part of central Windsor and has nothing in common with the separate village of
Old Windsor. We strongly object to this change as we feel the Old Windsor councillors would not
represent our interests because we would be such a small part of their overall area. We feel our
issues have more in common with the proposed Eton and Castle ward than with Old Windsor and
that councillors from this area would be more able to represent us.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12782
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

James Coutts

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I and my family moved to Windsor in 1986. our children went to the local Windsor schools. Windsor
is our community, including schools, church etc. Old Windsor has a wonderful community , but it is
very different from ours. We can walk to the castle in 12 minutes, yet it takes 45 minutes to get to
Old Windsor. This a total outrage to try and include "The Bolton" in Old Windsor. I am also sure
that Old Windsor would agree that their community is quite different to ours.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12789
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

James Coutts

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have made my comment, but I would like to point out that this boundary charge only came to my
notice this morning. I have been down the length of Bolton road this evening pointing out this
proposed boundary charge at not one household was aware of it!!! Quite frightening. The whole
proposition is a total disgrace. I am quite outraged.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12790
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Ashby, Jonathan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

16 March 2018 17:03
reviews
Windsor and Maidenhead

Good afternoon

I would like to give my comments on the proposed changes to the Borough's wards, specifically in relation to the village
of Bisham.

Currently, Bisham and Cookham Ward is represented by three councillors. All three are residents of Cookham and the
evidence suggests that Cookham is their main area of interest. I have lived in Bisham for 15 years and have seen one of
the three on two occasions during that time (once, seeking my support at election time). I have never, to my knowledge,
seen either of the other current councillors and indeed was effectively ignored by all three when I asked for their
support following the flooding of my house in 2014. The twice yearly Bisham and Cookham Conservative
Newsletter carries items in roughly a 1 to 6 ratio ie 1 item about Bisham to every 6 items about Cookham. I include all
this as anecdotal evidence to support my real point.

The problem with lack of representation is, I believe, due largely to the fact that the two villages are diverse, both
geographically and in identity. This is due to the A404 dual carriageway and Bisham Woods which cut through the
centre of the Ward and serve as physical barriers separating the villages. The villages are further differentiated by the
A404 Bisham roundabout and Marlow Road running through Bisham. Main roads and traffic are the major factor
in Bisham's identity (see the current exhibition at the Marlow Museum - "Bisham: There's more to see than just driving
through"), although this is not so for Cookham. I am not aware of any community identity that links Bisham and
Cookham and would be interested to know on what evidence you have reached your conclusion that such identity exists
and indeed what you believe it to comprise.
If the number of ward councillors is reduced from three to two, Bisham villagers will lose 30% of their opportunity to
gain the attention of an elected councillor. Cookham has more electors than Bisham, and consequently a
significant advantage in electing those who will best represent its interests, but I cannot see how democracy, or indeed
efficacy, is served by reducing the access of the smaller village at the expense of the larger. Surely it would be fairer all
round to split the ward, allowing Cookham two councillors and Bisham one, that one having their attention focussed
wholly on Bisham and its specific issues. That strikes me as a better solution for both villages than the current
recommendation.
Thank you

Melanie Cox
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Ashby, Jonathan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Cozens
16 April 2018 20:33
reviews
Proposed Boundary Changes

Dear Sirs

I have been looking at the above subject and comment below on the issues which, in my opinion, make these
changes a very bad idea.


My first concern is the reduction in the number of Councillors. To reduce the number by 15 is to put a
huge amount of work on those who remain. There cannot be any possibility that the hugely
increased workload will mean more efficiency. Councillors, in my experience, are already giving a
great deal of time to council business and to working hard on behalf of their constituents, and to have
this increased by creating larger wards, is, in my opinion, plainly very ill thought out.



Another concern is that the boundary changes will result in communities being split in half or chopped
up with very little thought as to the 'new' areas with which they are proposed to be aligned. My own
ward, Clewer North, is apparently to be aligned with St Leonard's Hill (a PRIVATE residential
development) and given the hugely varying demographic of these two areas, the needs of the
residents of the more populated areas of Clewer and Dedworth cannot possible be met in the same
way as the needs of those further away up the hill. Council money should be spent in the areas of
most population, and certainly not in affluent private developments

I cannot fail to see how the proposed reduced number of councillors can in any way result in the more
efficient service for the residents of the Royal Borough, or can lead to an efficient use of our Council Tax. I do
have more concerns, centred largely around the issues above, but I would strongly urge that the proposed
boundary changes are put aside, and that the current complement of 57 councillors is maintained for the
foreseeable future.
Regards,

Jean Cozens
Resident
Clewer North
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with this overlapping, the proposal introduces further anomalies with
parish council and non parish council wards being merged.
In addition to this, the proposal would put the Park ward into
Dedworth/Clewer ward these two areas are demographically very
different with very different needs and the two communities have their
own identities that have not been recognised.

The proposed Windsor and Eton Ward boundaries should be amended as
follows:

4. There should be a separate Eton Ward, north of the river, served by 2
councillors
5. There should be four Windsor Wards with 8/9 Councillors, as follows:
a) Park, with similar boundaries to the existing Park Ward, served by 2
councillors
b) Windsor Central, with similar boundaries to current Windsor Without,
served by 2 councillors
c) Two Wards, Clewer East and Clewer West, serving the urban area to the
west of the spur road to the M4, the A332. One ward would be served by
two councillors and the other three, depending upon electoral numbers.
6. Clewer West should extend to the Oakley Green Road, the B3024, to
embrace extension to the urban area that is proposed in the Draft
Borough Local Plan and to eliminate the overlap with Bray Parish, the east
boundary of which would be the B3024.
This would result in an increase of one or two councillors and would
deliver an outcome that is likely to be acceptable to the electorate.
Carole Da Costa
LGBR CONSULTATION
Electoral review of Windsor and Maidenhead.
Sent from my iPad
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Imme Davies

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am a resident in Bolton Avenue and I do NOT agree with the proposal to move our
roads to the Old Windsor Parish. This makes no sense at all, as we are part of Windsor
Center and you are putting our interests in the hands of Councillors in Old Windsor, who
will have no knowledge or awareness of the issues and requirements for our locality. We
use the facilities and utilities provided by Windsor and have no use at all to be connected
to Old Windsor. We would be the only area of Windsor not served by Windsor Councillors.
Old Windsor has a Parish council, Windsor does not, so this will mean unequal treatment
of our roads. This whole proposal is causing great stress to many of the residents in this
area, it in no way reflects the interests of our local community.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Jane Dawson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Old Windsor and the Great Park are one and the same thing. It makes absolutely no sense to split
them up, they are one community and share many local facilities as well as schools and the Medical
Centre. The Boltons do not belong in Old Windsor Ward. There is no connection between the two
communities. The Boltons identify with urban Windsor not rural Old Windsor. The desire for a 25%
reduction in councillors is a completely arbitrary figure plucked out of the air and will cause
significant disruption for all but a few Maidenhead wards.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12795
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Florian Diederichsen

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Sirs, we strongly object against merging the southern part of Windsor and the Boltons
with Old Windsor for the following reasons: - There is no day by day overlap of life
between Old Windsor and the Boltons - There is no geographic continuity - Concerns in
Old Windsor will naturally be much different from Windsor/Boltons We would therefore
ask you to reconsider your proposal. With kind regards, Florian Diederichsen

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Karin Diederichsen

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Mrs

Comment text:
Thank you for giving us the chance of having a say: I object against the suggested
merger of the southern part of Windsor and the Boltons with Old Windsor: I dont see the
connection of life between Old Windsor and the Boltons, as we are affected by totally
different issues as being a touristically impacted town We are totally cut off Old windsor,
by the great park and the royal estate, so there is one thin, always blocked road going
there... Concerns in Old Windsor will be in most aspects different from Windsor/Boltons I
very much hope you reconsider the proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Rossana Di Felice

28 April 2018
For attention of Mr Jonathan Ashby
Dear Mr Ashby,
WINSDOR‐&‐MAIDENHEAD: South Ascot is not Sunningdale – a parent’s experience
I am writing in response to the Commission’s consultation on the local government
boundary review for the Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead.
I have lived in South Ascot for over 10 years, and before that in Sunninghill. I believe I know
the Ascot area very well, having worked (and volunteered) in several of the local schools,
and both of my sons have attended schools here. I am also a keen dog walker, so I am
familiar with the streets, passageways and recreational areas around South Ascot and in the
adjoining areas of Sunninghill and Sunningdale; and I meet many local people on my long
walks.
In my opinion, the “South Ascot & Sunningdale” ward has no justification in terms of
identity or shared interests of the local communities. I have read all of the submissions
made in the earlier round of your consultation, and I particularly agree with Parish
Councillor Humphrey in this respect. There is a specific part of South Ascot which could be
regarded as sharing characteristics and local interests with Sunningdale, as they are
adjacent. However, this does not apply at all for the main part of South Ascot, surrounding
the South Ascot Village School and All Souls church, nor does it apply to the streets off
Woodlands Ride, bordering on Allen’s Field and Swinley Forest. Our local GP surgery is
Ascot Medical Centre, situated on the Heatherwood site, we have our own music venue at
“Jagz” on Station Hill, and our local ‘village hall’ amenity is the church hall on Church Road.
Since the numbers seem to fit for a single‐councillor ward in South Ascot, I do not see any
reason to combine with other areas with which we have no sense of community. I would
also like to point out that the proposed “South Ascot & Sunningdale” ward fails in terms of
electoral equality. It is clearly too big to be a 2‐councillor ward, and yet it is too small for
there to be 3 (three) councillors; in the latter case, I also note that in the Draft’s “Appendix
A column‐9” each councillor in this proposed ward would represent ‐13% “variance from
average” for each “number of electors per councillor” across the borough; this is a unitary
district in ceremonial Berkshire. How would this be justified?
I would urge you to look at alternatives for reaching fairer numbers in a 2‐councillor
Sunningdale ward, such as combining with Cheapside and relevant neighbouring parts of
Sunninghill (mentioned by several earlier submissions) and the section of South Ascot,
which I mentioned above.
Yours sincerely
Rossana Di Felice
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Windsor and Maidenhead
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Charles Dunn
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Comment text:
Bolton Road should remain in current borough and not form part of old Windsor
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Windsor and Maidenhead
Personal Details:
Name:

Jayne Dyson

E-mail:
Postcode:

Comment text:
I do not agree with our village of Old Windsor being split. I do not agree with the Old
Windsor Cemetery no longer being under the control of our Parish Council who maintain it
beautifully. I not agree with losing Windsor Great Park or Crimp Hill from our boundaries
which have been part of historic Old Windsor since Saxon times. All of these changes will
fragment our community which is an exceptionally strong community whereby people
genuinely look out for each other. I do agree with the alternative plan set out by Old
Windsor Parish Council who understand our community and how we actually live as a
community.
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